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By Bruce Coville

Random House Books for Young Readers, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. If you liked the movies Elf and Shrek, you ll love THE ENCHANTED FILES--a
magical, hilarious comedy series about fantastical creatures in the modern world by the bestselling
author of My Teacher Is an Alien: Bruce Coville! Any troll worth their farts knows that a proper troll
should: 1. Avoid thinking or feeling! (Feelings? Blech!) 2. Love burping and farting! (But who doesn
t?) 3. And, most important, despise humans! But Ned is not just any troll. Even though Ned is nearly
seven feet tall, with a nose the size of a pickle, Ned has a heart full of LOVE! A heart that swoons
over poetry and craves true friendship! And when it comes to humans . . . it s complicated. So
complicated that long ago, Ned fled the Enchanted Realm for the one place no one would notice a
troll hiding in plain sight: NEW YORK CITY. But one human boy--Cody--has noticed. And Cody s
snooping leads to a wild and adventure that takes readers from the tunnels underneath Grand
Central all the way to the Enchanted Realm (and back again!). Laugh...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you know
that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Pa ula  Gutkowski-- Pa ula  Gutkowski

This pdf is very gripping and fascinating. We have read and that i am certain that i am going to going to read once more again in the future. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- B ur nice Cr onin-- B ur nice Cr onin
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